share. Theirs is, in other words, a science akin to romance. It is undertaken with bold, even boyish élan: 'Theirs was the spirit which upheld Darwin among the gauchos of the Argentine or Wallace among the head-hunters of Malaya' (as the protagonist-narrator observes of Challenger and his fellow travelling scientist, Summerlee).
2 Given this frontier spirit of scientific discovery, it is suggestive that the story teases at the status of photographs as a new, revelatory, and contested source of knowledge. Conan Doyle appreciated photography as an art: during the 1880s he was a keen amateur contributor to the British Journal of Photography. But he also understood its potential uses for science: he was, for instance, an admirer of Professor Robert Koch's photomicrographs of bacteria, which provided objective proof of the existence of that which eluded the human eye. In The Lost World, the disbelieved photographs turn out to be genuine; however, photography itself is not redeemed as a medium of definitive proof. Dr Illingworth is shown to be wrong, but it does not follow that he was wrong to query the reliability of photographic representation as such. His ringing rhetorical question -'Was it possible that in this age of ingenious manipulation photographs could be accepted as evidence?' 3 -is not disputed, it is made irrelevant.
Only a few years after the publication of The Lost World, Conan Doyle would stake, and lose, his reputation as a man of science by himself accepting ingeniously manipulated photographs as evidence. Few readers flinched when he claimed, in The Crime of the Congo, that the slavery in the rubber plantations belonging to King Leopold of the Belgians was proved by the 'incorruptible evidence of the Kodak'.
4 But the reaction was rather different when he sought to substantiate his claims for the existence of the so-called Cottingley fairies on the same basis. Even the photographic company Kodak did not believe their cameras were 'incorruptible'. Although their technicians ultimately concluded that the prints 'showed no signs of being faked', those same technicians were careful in their caveat that 'this could not be taken as conclusive evidence … that they were authentic photographs of fairies'. 5 Other experts demurred, and the majority opinion from viewers untrained in photographic production was similarly dismissive, if not derisive. The prints (which Conan Doyle reproduced in articles for the Strand Magazine and in The Coming of the Fairies) are unconvincing precisely because the fairies conform so perfectly to their daintily glamorous The answer to this question is rather more interesting than might be imagined. It is one of the great achievements of Douglas Kerr's fine book that it reconciles the contradiction between Conan Doyle's commitment to scientific thinking and his credulity over the Cottingley case. And this paradox is only one of many that Kerr exposes and addresses. Conan Doyle: Writing, Profession and Practice is thoroughly researched but wears its learning lightly; it is satisfyingly substantial but winningly elegant at the level of the sentence: it is a joy and an education to read. Conan Doyle is celebrated as, arguably, 'Britain's last national writer' ( p. 1): one who helped to shape as well as to reflect and record his moment . But instead of picking through the chronology of Conan Doyle's life -schoolboy, medical student, doctor, writer, Spiritualist -Kerr organises his narrative in seven themes. Discrete and often opposing interests and influences are brought together in the person of Conan Doyle, 'a divided man with a divided provenance ' ( p. 198) , and made sense of in terms of the general British culture from which he springs. (Kerr stresses that his Irish-Scottish, and Catholic, background made him an 'Englishman' especially alert to and appreciative of the differences extending within the Greater Britain that included the empire, which was at its zenith during his lifetime.) So, Kerr's introduction opens up the question of 'profession', turning on Conan Doyle's decision in August 1891 to give up medicine and become a full-time writer. Kerr considers what each profession separately entailed (the practice of medicine and the nature of publishing were both going through significant changes), the 'interesting and illuminating congruences between the practice of his two professions' ( p. 7), and how the experience of the man of science leaves its trace in the creativity of the man of letters. Ideas raised here are recalled and refined throughout the book, which could feasibly have been divided according to different themes, or by the same themes with the chapters in a different order. But Kerr exempts himself from the delusory ambition of exhaustive coverage. The chapters are called 'essays' ( p. 3), and the richness of the book as a whole lies in its provisional, ramifying, and circulating strategy. This method quickly becomes clear. The first chapter is on 'Sport', but
To raise the question of sport is to activate the most vital issues of late-Victorian and early twentieth-century culture, not only the stalwart trinity of gender, race, and class, but also physical and moral health, empire and war, modernity and tradition, freedom and community, pleasure and money. Especially, sport was involved in an ideal of nation and manhood. ( p. 19) For Conan Doyle, professional sport was an aberration, a conflation of two activities (work and play) that should be complementary. He recalls, in his Memories and Adventures, 'My life was filled with alternate work and sport. As with me so with the nation' ( p. 18). But Conan Doyle himself reluctantly came to concede that the sprezzatura sporting ideal -and its association with goodness and truth; being 'a good sport' -was ultimately only that, an ideal. Amateur sport was liable to corruption too. Moreover, amateur excellence almost inevitably tips into professionalism -and this is not always necessarily a bad thing. Here Kerr's argument draws on some of the discussion in his introduction, as it also looks forward to subsequent chapters, notably that immediately following, on the shifting and divided profession of medicine (the traditional general practitioner as affable all-rounder, as against the emergent uncongenial consultant, narrowly expert).
The view of Conan Doyle as a man of letters is thus enriched by his being seen at the same time as a man of sport: not only as a man who wrote about sport, but one who loved and played it (he cherished boxing as the purest test, and rugby as the best team game; he was also an intrepid skier, and an accomplished cricketer, once taking seven wickets for 51 at Lords against Cambridgeshire; on another occasion he bowled out W. G. Grace). In English Romanticism the artist was 'somewhat feminized, the exceptional but vulnerable genius of sensitivity removed from the sphere of action' ( p. 24), but the Victorian age signalled a new breed of professional writer associated with bourgeois manliness. Conan Doyle was of this new breed, living by the profit of his pen and being drawn to overwhelmingly masculine subjects, which he dispatched in a robust, unfussy style. Kerr nuances this presentation of Conan Doyle as a cipher for monolithic manliness, however, by highlighting his warm regard for Oscar Wilde, and his championship of the demonised homosexual Roger Casement. More broadly, Kerr touches on the suggestive paradox that the period's performances of ascetic manhood might themselves have produced a kind of dandyism. Sherlock Holmes -the steely cerebral who is also a compulsive show-offembodies this paradox, as he does several others: at once an amateur and a professional detective, for instance; 'the cold-blooded proceduralist and the dashing intuitive' ( p. 131).
Subsequent chapters -on 'Medicine', 'Science', 'Law and Order', 'Army and Empire', and 'Spirit' -draw out the themes and sub-themes, their appositions and oppositions, noticed here (amateur/professional, modernity/tradition, masculinity/femininity), while constellating a number of others (crime/punishment, apologist/apostate, provincial/metropolitan; and so on). The collocation of one set of themes in particular builds to a pitch, however: that of science, Spiritualism, scientism, and materialism. This brings us back to the highly perplexing question offered at the opening of this review: how could Conan Doyle, scientist and man of the world, have been gulled by a couple of country girls, and with the most improbable of fabrications (cardboard cut-outs of fairies suspended in flight by hatpins)? At first blush, the conundrum could hardly be sharper. It is certainly difficult to imagine his most famous creation -the advocate of detection as deduction, which 'is, or ought to be, an exact science' 7 -being taken in by such a story. Whereas Holmes immediately dismisses the Baskerville legend as 'a collection of fairy tales', 8 Conan Doyle immediately accepts a tale of fairies, and (before he has even visited the site where the photographs were taken, or met the girls who took them) publicly lends his support to the tale.
On the one hand, the disjunction between Conan Doyle the scientific thinker and the folklore fantasist may be explained chronologically, as part of his gradual shift from the centre to the margin of British mainstream culture. He emerged at the end of the Great War as 'a self-contradictory combination of establishment blowhard and alienated dissident' ( p. 186), and by 'the seventh decade of his life, this most respectable of men had become a revolutionary' ( p. 224). The writer who once took the pulse of the nation and who made it race in his fiction, the man's man -doctor, sporting and military enthusiast -had come to feel that the British institutions of science, the press, the law, and even the churches of organised religion, had fatally encouraged materialism. Reacting against this trend, he drifted into Spiritualism; and from there the leap to fairyland was luring, and within reach. Conan Doyle's conversion to Spiritualism took several decades, but the brute fact of the world war proved decisive. It made urgent the need to believe, and to share, his consoling sense of life after death. Moreover, he interpreted the war as a symptom of materialist self-interest, and also as precipitating the fresh imperative with which the spirit world apparently sought to communicate with ours.
On the other hand, Kerr argues that Conan Doyle's segue into Spiritualism should not be read as a straightforward abandonment of what he once held dear. His is not a rejection of manly science in favour of effete Spiritualism, or enlightened modernity in favour of ignorant folklore, or indeed national allegiances in favour of otherworldly whimsy. In this respect it is fascinating to see how Conan Doyle reprises Professor Challenger in The Land of Mist (1926) ; for this time it is his turn to play the role of sceptic who is ultimately won over to the truth of an undiscovered land, that of the spirit. It is a cute move: in having the hard-headed, derring-do Challenger become a Spiritualist disciple, Conan Doyle re-presents Spiritualism as an enterprise that is not only rational but also courageously masculine. 'The frontiers of science promised as many adventures as the Khyber Pass' ( p. 102), as Kerr nicely puts it; and there is a sense in which contemporary scientific 'adventures' also excited an appetite for radically reimagining the world, and thereby indirectly sanctioned the possibility of supernatural phenomena. Spiritualists and psychics borrowed the vocabulary and concepts of contemporary science (wavelengths, ether, evolution) to describe, explain, and legitimise their skulduggery. And if the telegraph and the telephone promised communication across countries and oceans, and the phonograph could replay voices from the departed, it was not perhaps so fantastical after all to imagine that messages might be channelled across the threshold of the living and the dead. 'There were scientists who scoffed at Spiritualism, and Spiritualists who would have nothing to do with science', Kerr explains, 'but Conan Doyle was not unusual in his time in holding dual membership of these constituencies of knowledge and practice ' ( p. 215) . Kerr also points out that although Conan Doyle granted that there was a strong prima facie case for the Cottingley fairies, he havered; he ultimately reserved the circumspection of scientific stringency: 'If I am myself asked whether I consider the case to be absolutely and finally proved … I should wish to see the result repeated before a disinterested witness ' ( p. 235) .
In short, the later Conan Doyle, away with the fairies, does not turn his back on science: he folds science into Spiritualism; he refers to his 'science of religion ' ( p. 219) . It is a practical faith, observable and testable by experiment, and authenticated in material terms (by bell-ringing, table-rapping, ectoplasm, and so on). 'We are a materialist generation', he reasons, 'and the great force beyond appeals to us through material things' ( p. 221). As a corollary, Conan Doyle challenges the materialists' pride in their modernity, suggesting instead that secular scepticism -the curdling of science into scientism -is only an interim stage necessary for clearing away pre-modern dogmatism (organised religion), so that there may be space for the truly enlightened life of the spirit. It is a proposed trajectory ratified by Conan Doyle's own life experience: from his severe Jesuit schooling at Stonyhurst, to his avowed apostasy and materialism as a medical student and doctor, to his eventual conversion on 16 June 1887: 'This message marks in my spiritual career the change of "I believe" into "I know"' ( p. 115).
But while Spiritualism might be read as a reaction against the materialism that corrupted the British nation, it is at the same time a very British movement (empirical, prosaic, democratic, largely uninterested in theory or ritual). Unlike the exotically oriental formulations of Theosophy, Spiritualism was home-spun, and it responded not only to materialism but also to broader contemporary questionings of national identity and what was authentically indigenous to British culture (hence the fashionable interest in folklore). Although strictly incidental to the cause of Spiritualism, the Cottingley case was recruited by Conan Doyle to support the movement, and it exemplifies its Britishness. The girls who commune with fairy folk are conveniently young and ignorant, and the setting is idealistically pastoral and isolated. 'The vision their photographs had vouchsafed, before they were overtaken by sexual maturity and modern education, was of an England similarly unsullied by passion and history -pure, authentic, and unspoilt' ( p. 243): 'If the Spiritualist community in The Land of Mist was Conan Doyle's novelistic vision of a new England, The Coming of the Fairies discloses a lyrical vision of the country as it might long ago have been, as it might be in a future redeemed by the new revelation' ( p. 244).
The past speaks to the future, youth to age, tradition to modernity, spirit to material: everywhere Kerr uncovers doubleness, but also dialogue and dialectic. There are stark contradictions within Conan Doyle's life and work, as there are glaring inconsistencies within the British culture that he presumed to speak for, and to. But Kerr also shows the ways in which these seemingly polarised influences and impulses mutually inform, complement, and correct each other. Like his most famous fictional characters, Conan Doyle corresponds vividly to certain 'types' of Britishness, and Kerr is excellent in his examination of this. But he is even better in his reflexive illustrations of how 'a culture's repertoire of types is not obliged to be internally consistent, any more than its repertoire of proverbial sayings' ( p. 131), and how 'real life is rarely as neat as the structural models we can build to describe it' ( p. 66).
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